
 
 

Welcome to Agenda’s 
‘Altered Distances’ 
supplement 
During her ‘Locked-Down Days’ with just herself, 2 cats, her house, 
garden and auto-immune condition,  poet, photographic artist, translator, 
Anne-Marie Glasheen, is writing a haiku or senryu a day and combining 
some with photographs to create haiga. These accompany the poems here. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                        April 10th, 2020 



 
 
                                         April 11th, 2020 



Angela Kirby was born in Lancashire but now lives in London. Her 
poems are widely published and have been read on Radio and TV, 
while many are translated into Rumanian. Shoestring Press 
published her 5 collections and a 6th is due in 2022. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A PANDEMIC PLEA, PRAYER OR POLITE REQUEST 
 

 
 

Oh may it be not yet, Lord, 
But when it comes, come sweet, Oh swiftly 
into the darkness, Lord, Let my death be fleet. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You ask where I'm from 
 
 

I come from a country 
where the dead walk 
but even here 
they follow me 
crowd round 
till I feel their breath 
on my skin, hear 
their whispers 

 
at night they invade 
my dreams 
we laugh together 
at old family jokes 
listen, they are calling me 
calling me back 
to the beloved landscape 
and it’s hard to resist 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MY MOTHER PREPARES FOR THE DAY 
 
 

Her morning ritual has been the same 
for more than seventy years, and now, blind 
at ninety, she sees no reason to change – 
it starts as always with an early cup of tea, then 
she sits at her bow-fronted dressing-table 
concentrates, sightless, on the gilt-framed 
looking glass and begins to ‘puts on her face’ – 
a little Nivea cream, light dustings from a 
swansdown puff of Coty’s powder in an ivory 
shade, touches to the cheeks of Bourgeois’ 
Brunette Rose (nestling in its blue-and-gold 
box, no bigger than a half crown piece), swift 
smooth strokes of Elisabeth Arden’s ‘Redwood’ 
followed by that little mouée she’s famous for – 
a sort of pout, a sucking in of lips, et voila! 
at last she is ready for whatever, good or bad, 
all the pills, aches, pains, falls, doctors, priests 
cares and those occasional beloved visitors 
that the coming day may lay before her. 



SPRING, 1940 
 

Always write in yesterday’s blood 
Bernice Ruben 

 
Look, here I am, turning in to the long pot-holed drive, past the five- 
barred gate 
which is never shut and as always I pop the blisters in its ancient blue 
paint – 
and already it’s spring – and high above me the giant chestnut holds 
its pink 
candles up to God, our mother says – and in the long woods that 
run on either 
side, I pick snowdrops, aconites, wood sorrel, primroses, bluebells, 
the daffodils 
which my father planted in drifts so many years ago, long before I, 
an eighth 
and last child was even thought of, let alone became such a bloody 
nuisance, 
he says, kissing me – and half way up the drive I stop at the pond, 
stand on 
the three stone slabs to throw crusts at the ducks, mimic their frantic 
squawking, 
laugh as they lift their fat rumps skyward – and then the wood on 
the right 
side of the drive ends at the duck pond are replaced by park railings 
and the 
lower field with its buttercups and dew pond – Jonathan, Lorna 
and my sister’s 
hunter, Beautiful Charlotte, come racketing up to me, nuzzling for 
the carrots 
in my pockets which I share out to them, stroking their necks and 
their long 
aristocratic noses, breathing in the special scent of them – then the 
sirens 
sound and I’m legging it up the rest of the drive, past the lime trees 
and the 
weeping ash – and all the time the blackbirds and thrushes are 
singing – 
and then I’m in at the front door, down the front hall, then the back 
one, then 
the corridor to the kitchen – and quick, quick, under the kitchen 
table to 
join the others, and our mother is singing Eternal Father, strong to 
save, 
which makes us all laugh for the nearest sea is miles and miles 
away..... 



 
Recipient of the Bridport Prize and a Cholmondeley Award, John 
Greening has published over fifteen collections, most recently The 
Silence (Carcanet). He has edited Grigson, Blunden and Iain Crichton 
Smith along with anthologies such as Accompanied Voices, Ten Poems 
about Sheds and the forthcoming Hollow Palaces (country-house poems, 
with Kevin Gardner). He has provided libretti for Roderick Williams, 
Cecilia McDowall and Philip Lancaster. A longstanding reviewer for the 
TLS (his collected reviews have just appeared), he has also been RLF 
Writing Fellow at Newnham College, Cambridge. 

 
 

                         Each time 
 

 
Each time we came, the black peat had shrunk 
a little and you had grown more. It makes me think 
how childish we must have seemed striding the lode bank 
 
on our clever stilts, tossing you bits of information: 
your parents, not the peat, showing signs of regression 
and no Holme Post to help with the measuring. 
 
 Now you’ve found a home in a different fen, drive 
 superconductive roads across the globe, your lives 
 no slow circular boardwalk. A thaw at last, so we’ve 
 
returned with other snowbirds to that windpump waiting 
for powers it can’t use, for punt-guns and sedge-cutting, 
will-o-the wisp, Black Shuck.  Someone is shooting 
 
a scene in which it will all appear. No time to watch 
wildlife on the mere, to pan from Adventurer’s Fen to Reach. 
Too cold, says the horizon.  Quick march. 
 
                                        * 
 
Up here is where Broadview wants to harvest wind 
(of which the Urals ensure a surfeit) unconcerned 
that it’s also the base from which America chose to send 
 
Flying Fortresses on bombing raids, that here marks 
the place where some came back to stay. These concrete tracks 
we use for jogging, walking the dog, riding our bikes, 
 
were what they limped towards, their last approach 
in line with the weather-cock on the spire of St Andrew’s Church, 
whose bell today announces time. A sign in the porch 
 



warns of incoming turbines. Think of history. 
Think of natural beauty. No one mentions the mystery 
of those helmeted aircrew on the tracks. It’s just a story. 

 
But we’ve known people who are clear what they have seen. 
Yes, wind power is rational, economical, clean, 
but there are other sources to tap, have always been.  
 
 

 
 
 

After Rilke: The Unicorn 
 

The holy man looked up, and it was falling 
like a steel visor back from him, his prayer: 
the unbelieved-in silent thing was there, 
a white animal that like a baby deer 
helplessly stares at those who do the stealing. 

 
With effortless co-ordination, the neat arrangement of 
pure ivory now moved, 
a blessed whiteness rippled through its coat while 
calmly on its wild head, brightly carved, 
a fortress in the moonlight, the horn stood out, its lofty 
status at every step preserved. 

 
The muzzle with its rosy-greyish hair 
was drawn back slightly, and a little white 
(the whitest part) gleamed out around the teeth, 
nostrils drawn back as if it almost might 
feel longing. But that look said clear the path, tossed 
its visions to the open air, 
and shut a blue mythology up tight. 



 
 
 

                                                                        April 15th, 2020 



Jane Lovell is an award-winning poet whose work is steeped in natural 
history, science and folklore. Her latest collection is This Tilting Earth 
published by Seren. Jane also writes for Dark Mountain and Elementum 
Journal. She is Writer-in-Residence at Rye Harbour Nature Reserve. 

 
Solitaire 

We don't mention days gone or days left: 

longevity is measured in the pyrex 
she's had since the 50s, 
its crazed surface a frosted window 
to a time more comfortable 
for both of us, 

before I spoilt the order of things. 
 

From her chair in the far room 
she gives me directions to the cupboard 
with the Denby casserole, 

don't use the le creuset, 
a wooden spatula from the drawer; 

I mustn't use metal 
or the good cutlery 
or the china teacups stacked like vertebrae 
in the dining room, 

 
or the omelette pan. 

 
On the hob is the frying pan that was her mother's, 
black as a gypsy's, built for a fire, made 
to rest on coals, 
older even than my brothers. 

 
From the far room comes the click of solitaire 
and the overwhelming flourish of a harp 
from the ipad; 
electronic angels await her. 

 
There is the patience of the newspaper 
as she scratches at the crossword, 

 
and something burgeoning in the papery drifts 
of silence, 
mathematically, to the power of something unknown, 
like sudoku, 
when everything suddenly falls into place. 

Mitosis. 

I stir the jam, damsons splitting into bright pulp, 



blisters of boiling sugar, 
its brown foam. 

Tomorrow I'll make chutney, onion jam. 

She stays in the far room. 
Every time I leave or enter, I must close the door. 
She says, close all the doors, 
keep us safe. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                   April 14th, 2020 



 
 
                                       April 21st, 2020 

 
 
 
 

Belinda Cooke completed her PhD on Robert Lowell's interest in Osip 
Mandelstam in 1993. Her books to date are: Resting Place (Flarestack 
Publishing, 2008); Paths of the Beggarwoman: Selected Poems of Marina 
Tsvetaeva, (Worple Press, 2008); (in collaboration with Richard McKane) 
Flags by Boris Poplavsky (Shearsman Press, 2009); the Kazakh epic 
Kulager by Ilias Jansugurov (Kazakh NTA, 2017), Forms of Exile: 
Selected Poems of Marina Tsvetaeva (the High Window Press, 2019);  
Contemporary Kazakh Poetry (C U.P, 2019); Stem (The High Window, 
2020) and Days of the Shorthanded Shovelists (forthcoming, Salmon 
Poetry). She currently lives on the west coast of Scotland. 

 
 
 

Waiting for the Dark 
 

All this time I have been waiting for the dark, 
for your words to fade, but your invisible homespun 
has been carrying me through. ... You are not gone, we, 
all frozen in a pretence of us away, and you at home. 

 
All this time I have been questioning in the dark, 
and true to yourself you have left me with 
no unanswered questions, no anger that 
it must be like this. Who wants to live forever? 



 

All your words have been singing to me in the dark 
have been leading me to the dawn to the 
mountain, inhaling the breeze, the seawrack – 
no longer afraid of its shifting greys, of its days 

 
when all’s concealed, the sky disturbed 
so deep it seems the mountain has disappeared. 
I’m no longer floating rudderless 
down some channel headed for that open sea, 

 
looking on the horizon seeing only greyness, 
but this luscious green Scottish water 
far from the south’s bird-filled spring – 
grown all the richer with our virus. 

 
If only we could have avoided the mess, 
could have let you choose your day of passing, 
all ends tied up, everyone in the places 
we did our best, what more could we do. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
                    

                               April 22nd, 2020 
 



 
    

                                                                   April 23rd, 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
                   
                                                            April 24th, 2020 
                    
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
John Freeman’s most recent books are Strata Smith and the Anthropocene (Knives, 
Forks and Spoons Press) and What Possessed Me (Worple Press) which won the Roland 
Mathias Award in 2017. He won the Bridport prize in 2018. 
 
 
 

The Cliffs of Moher 
 
 

She licks the side of his face very slowly, 
starting from the muzzle and working back 
along under the ear, taking her time, 
time during which several walkers behind me 
have said ah, glancing inland but not stopping, 
among the others who have passed in silence 
or continued with their conversations 

 
 

in a dozen languages. I watch the cow 
carry on licking her calf without haste, 
working backwards along the flank as if 
she plans to keep on going to the tail, 
and then maybe do the next layer down, 
like someone painting as a meditation. 

 
The calf has been stretching his head forward 
and up, as if wanting his chin stroked or scratched, 
perhaps a kind of automatic reflex. 
Now he interrupts her steady progress 
by turning to present his other side, 
and she starts in again from the beginning. 
Restless, he darts under her towards her teats, 
and butts a couple of times as if he’s hungry. 
From where I’m standing her back legs obscure 
my view, but her udder looks non-existent. 
The teats are visible, but there’s no bag 
heavy with milk, she hasn’t got any. 
He’s a big fellow after all, weaned surely, 
and maybe she’s dried up naturally, 
or is suffering from some condition. 
It’s as if all this elaborate grooming 
means, I can’t give you milk, but I love you, 
and his butting her is saying, I know. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
I walk on to the next viewpoint looking 
down the cliffs, and out across the ocean. 
People are disregarding notices, 
lying flat to hold cameras and phones 
over the edge. Near them other people, 
some smiling and some solemn, pose for portraits. 
 
When I pass the field on my way back 
another cow, this one with milk to spare, 
is being suckled by her calf. From behind me 
somebody takes a photograph of that. 
I see the first cow and her half-grown offspring, 
not licking, not butting, still keeping close, 
side by side, communing with each other. 



 
 
 

 
 
                                         May 1st, 2020 



 
 

Peter Stark is the author of 5 collections of poems Tomorrow's Ghosts, 
Anubis Midway, The Dream Trade, Thirty-Five and a half Unwritten 
Poems, On the River Misnomer. A sixth is imminent. He has lived in a 
number of countries, including France, USA, Brazil, Singapore, and on 
the peripheries of various others, Indonesia, Thailand and Switzerland 
among them. He now lives in London with his wife and daughter, waiting 
like everybody for normal service to resume. 

 
Goose Park 

I always hated nature then, 
Its shadow cast across my occluded mind, 
A distraction blocking full apprehension 
Of her perfect breasts and thighs. 

 
I took refuge in a park, 
Leaving the scraps of song unsung, 
And wrote of horror in a slim notebook 
Marooned among manicured lawns, well-coiffed trees 
And lakes immaculately groomed with duck and swan. 

 
And when the inner teeth of love began to bite 
And we suffocated with each harsh intake of breath 
As when a sacred Kris, drawn from its sheath, 
Can be propitiated only by a death, 

 
So, then there was no faith to fit, 
Forced crumbling deathward bit by bit 
When the spirit recoiled in shock 
Without resources either to fight or submit, 

 
With all paths blocked, all doors barred and locked, 
There was no power of thought to disband 
The hostile forces of contrariety, 
Too persistent to withstand. 

 
Now the familiar references are all gone 
From the same park and no map apply. 
Maps are not required for paralytic lovers, 
Who come here to die. 



Vuyelwa Carlin has had five collections published to date, the latest 
being Long Shadows, Poetry Salzburg 2016 

 
 

Murray Describes his Great-granddaughter in a Letter 
(England, 2000, Poland, 1944) 

 
…Mazurian eyes… (Murray Carlin, letter) 

 
Twenty years ago, the photo: you, my dear father, hold 
the month-old, steadfast innocent, 
one hand under the top-heavy head – its little beat – and look, 

 
 

consideringly: can this be? – You think, perhaps, of me, fifty years back, 
that sudden flesh, that soaked-in-being thing, 
My daughter the poet. – These gazing babies, their blue-brown-grey, 

 
 

contemplating eyes; the quick, lit world, 
the sounding world, heard, faintly, over months in the dark: 
– you, Murray, seventy-eight, have five years more. 

 
 

How thin and frail you looked, later, under the Cape Town sun – 
the dry grass, the vivid, droughty vegetation, 
hardy as stones. Magdalena, five, slept at your funeral, in the hot                         
church, 

 
 

in her bright yellow dress (warm African winter, Southern Cross 
white-bright). …Round-faced beauty 
with Mazurian eyes…very Slav. You knew Poland: 1944, 

 
 

prisoner-of-war (Tobruk), you ended up there: stop-start, two-year, 
famished march – slow decadence, you wrote, of faces 
…like the foreshadow of death – to Schottwitz; Breslau: …Polish girls, 

 
P. on their breasts, under woman guards in the streets…smiling and 
waving 
surreptitiously… You saw, at last, what you were fighting for. 
– A Polish wedding: visits, to Wilczy Szaniec – 

 
 

bomb-buckled concrete, twisted iron, amid the myriad, dainty 
summer birches; Birkenau – vast waste of wooden traces, verdant-grown 
ash-fields at its edge. – You, finger-tapping, 



pondered all these things: the war diary emerged 
post-death: young, young Natal Carbineer, the Libyan desert; writing 
that shines in the firmament. – Your great-granddaughter 

 
 

stared enraptured from the aircraft window: – curiously 
regarded you in death. You were constrained, with children: a deep 
hinterland, deep wind-roared forests of branched thoughts: what could she 
know? 

 
 

Notes: 
Mazury is Poland’s Lake District. 
Ls. 14-15 letter, Murray Carlin. 
Ls 17-20 from Murray Carlin’s wartime diary. 
L. 18 Schottwitz and Breslau are now Soltysowice and Wroclaw. 
L. 21 Wilczy Szaniec is Hitler’s bunker, near Ketrzyn. 
L. 29 cf Keats’ Ode to Psyche. 



Murray Remembers the Russian Prisoners-of-War 
(Europe, 1943-5, England, 1970s onwards) 

 
They stepped slow. Their boots were stuffed with rags. Their faces were 
strange, prepossessed… 

Murray Carlin, Just Like Us, (from Seeds of Dissidence, 
Pennington Beech 1995) 

 
Murray showed us: crept, feet scraping the ground. 
– He and his fellows were half-starved, cheeks sunken, 
thin as rakes. The Russians were half-dead. For them – cast-offs – 

 
 

no Red Cross boxes: one rich day – cocoa, jam, condensed milk – Murray, 
his comrades, sent their prison-fare to the Russians. – Stalin, 
his vast paranoia; those rags and bones 

 
 

had seen – not to be borne – the tangled, sorrowful, 
imaginative world, the rocky sanctuaries out there, the hustle 
of thoughts, of wherefores. – When Stalin travelled, 

 
 

roadsides must be emptied; he mistrusted cheers. 
– Chivvied with sticks like cattle, yelled-at – nothing, though, 
could push those skeletons faster, on the long 

 
 

terrible marches (the sensed, hanging Word, the soul- 
shambled guards, crazing with fear). – Murray went home 
at last; studied, considered, in safety; never forgot. The Russian prisoners 

 
 

died in droves: before they got home; after (shunted on 
to iron-earthed Siberia). – Stalin died, 
choking: God grants an easy death only to the just, his daughter wrote. 

 
 
 

Notes: 
L. 18: Twenty Letters to a Friend (p.18) Svetlana Alliluyeva (Harper & 
Row, London, 1967); quoted in Hitler and Stalin (p.1051), Alan Bullock 
(Fontana Press, 1995) 
Stalin did not sign the renewed protocol on prisoners-of-war, in the 
general up-dating of the Geneva Convention, which took place in 1929. 



 
 

Smashed Snail 
 

(Uganda, c. 1960) 
 

Giant snail – big as an egg – bigger – almost motionless, 
on the house wall for days: I think I tapped it – heavy 
calcium weave, the intricacies of swirl 

 
 

drawn huge. – Eve of a holiday, the red-rag Tropics dusk 
just gone – the outside light switched on: why 
the fear? – something was wrong, that evening, some dismay, 

 
 

a pressing leadenness, some qualm of grief. The light 
glared – flicker of moth – pushed back 
the gathering dark. – Suddenly the snail, purpled, jumped 

 
 

into sight, a smash, a plate-sized spatter – why? who? – 
not a bird (our big noisy crows) – this crushing 
was effortful; the spiralled bony mass knit, 

 
 

adamant. – What else, that night? A child wailed, 
somewhere – one of us? Death, ashes, rotting thousands, 
a plagued country, lay ahead – but I – all we children – feared 

 
 

the in-pressing night, the black windows. I’d not go, 
at night – even when lit – to the end bedroom, the small dressing room, 
untidy, with its pale, shut cupboards. – Years later, visiting 

 
 

– for the last time – the barred, unpainted house, I noticed 
– yes, I’m sure – the patch, ghostly, stormed-on 
forty years – we had some wild rains – of bluey coppery shelly blood. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
                                       2nd May, 2020 



 
 

                                            3rd May, 2020 
 
 

Dominic Alexander, 50, works as a senior civil servant at HMRC. She is 
a qualified barrister specialising in criminal law and tax. She studied at 
Bristol University under Charles Tomlinson, who was an important 
Agenda poet. 

 
COVID-19 

 
Being at home behind closed doors they waited, 
For news of when they could at last emerge, 
Untouched at a distance and isolated. 

 
Locked down they had not communicated 
With remote elders whose nerves were on the verge, 
Being at home behind closed doors they waited 

 
On lintels and on doorposts they painted 
With blooded hyssop brush before the purge, 
Untouched at a distance and isolated. 

 
Death came amongst them – unviolated – 
While all around the mourners sang their dirge. 
Being at home behind closed doors they waited 

 
But had not asked to be deracinated 
Or delivered from that holy scourge, 
Untouched at a distance and isolated, 



Yet in deliverance, O! They were elated 
Remembering with thanks those who once urged 
Being at home. Behind closed doors they’d waited 
Untouched, at a distance and isolated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Anne Ballard lives in Edinburgh but spent many years in London. Her 
poems have appeared in Acumen, Orbis, Magma, The Interpreter’s 
House, Poetry Scotland, Artemis and elsewhere, and in several 
anthologies, including The Book of Love and Loss, Umbrellas of 
Edinburgh, and the Federation of Writers (Scotland) 2018 anthology 
Spindrift. She won first prize in the Poetry on the Lake Competitions 2015 
and 2018. Her pamphlet Family Division was published by Rafael Q 
Publishers in 2015 

 
 

Figures in a Landscape 
 

After Du Fu 
 

Heavy the rowan berries. 
Apples ripen to scarlet globes 
and the maples are turning. 
Leaves decay underfoot. 
Winds sigh through the evergreens. 
Dear friend, it is ten months 
since our last meeting. 
The roads are open again 
but we are fearful. 
We visit on screens, 
conversation is difficult. 
Isolated in this world of no-going back, 
between us, sharp as the north wind, 
a silence of wariness. 
Though we may never again 
walk these paths together 
I will not cease to miss you. 

http://www.highgatepoets.com/archives/163-anne-ballard-poetry-on-the-lake/
http://www.highgatepoets.com/archives/163-anne-ballard-poetry-on-the-lake/


 
 
 
 
 

Midsummer’s Resolution 
 

I’ve got the gear. I’ve got the will. I just need one hot day. 
As every childhood summer, we braved the shifting tides 
anywhere along the coast where the sea ran clear 
and sands were softly yellow: I will do it one day soon 

 
as every childhood summer, we braved the shifting tides. 
I can remember startling cold, dog-poo, and jellyfish, 
but sands were softly yellow. I will do it one day soon, 
the first chill over, revelling in the freedom of the sea. 

 
I can remember startling cold, dog-poo, and jellyfish, 
some hazards were there every year – but there was joy in it, 
the first chill over, revelling in the freedom of the sea – 
to sink down through the water, feel it silky on the skin. 

 
Some hazards were there every year – but there was joy in it, 
the ever-changing interchange between the sun and clouds, 
and to sink down through the water, feel it silky on the skin. 
Though now I simply paddle, slightly doddery and wobbly, 

 
the ever-changing interchange between the sun and clouds 
delights me, the waves call to me. The sun is high enough 
though now I simply paddle, slightly doddery and wobbly, 
fully clad, I can’t stop wondering – what would it be like? 

 
Delightful! The waves call to me, the sun is high enough, 
anywhere along the coast where the sea runs clear. 
I’m fully clad but wondering – what will it be like? 
I’ve got the gear. I’ve got the will. I just need one hot day. 



 
 

                        May 5th, 2020 
 
 
 

 
Tynyshtykbek Abdikakimuly, born 1953, is a prolific, prizewinning 
poet of the Kazakh language. He has worked for various creative arts 
organisations over the years and published numerous collections. His 
work has been translated into Spanish, Chinese and Kyrgyz. He is 
noted for his erudite, ornate style and daring linguistic experiments. In 
his works, he tries to analyse ancient cosmic principles through the 
unique prism of a Kazakh worldview. 

 

Quarantine 
 

With no one to trust, 
I feel the day’s damp breath. 
Incarcerated at home, 
the news is worse than a disease. 

 
Our country is blind to the worms, 
concealed in the false wind that blows, 
naïve to the fact our streets are scattered 
with the black corpses of the dead Winter. 



The TV screen offers a thousand misfortunes. My whole 
world fits into its window frame. I’m sneezing off a verse 
having dreamt of a bird last night. 

 
My balcony – is my heavenly ship. 
My mood – is a doleful melody. 
My harmala is my cigarette,1 
its smoke a foggy song. 

 
Where is my beloved Spring? 
Where my wonderful jailaus?2 
A single bud in the room 
nibbles away at my conscience. 

 
Translated by Belinda Cooke 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 Adraspan – Peganum Harmala; Burning dried capsules from this plant is common in Kazakh 
culture for warding off the evil eye and misfortunes. Its smoke is believed to be healing. 

2 reference to the nomadic summer pastures 



Charlie Baylis is from Nottingham, England. He is the Editor 
of Anthropocene. His poetry has been nominated twice for the Pushcart 
Prize and once for the Forward Prize. His most recent publication 
is Swimming (the Red Ceiling Press) He spends his spare time 
completely adrift of reality. Charlie is the Poetry Editor of Review 31 and 
the Chief Editorial Advisor of Broken Sleep Books. 

 
 

the museum on the edge of santa lucía 
 

for julia 
 

the elvis impersonator 
wearing a t-shirt which says ‘i <3 my wife’ 
watching his watch reading a brief history of time 
john ashbery writes in clouds of entropy 
of polar bears with the bluest eyes 
playing in the snows of neptune 
of beached whales hypnotised of global warming 
the police lend me novels which drive me mad 
the police lend me novels about romance 
hush! 
my novels are classified 
(my novel begins) 
‘julia is beautiful 
she works in a museum 
on the edge of santa lucía’ 
i meet her on the pier where the orcas leap 
over our heads in beautiful conspiracies 
convex mirrors flipped vertical 
concave mirrors flipped horizontal 
(my novel ends) 
‘i am sorry for my moments of madness 
i am sorry for the hurt i caused to the moon 
we must love ourselves in the dark moments 
when we need love the most’ 
the police litter the pier with fashionable novels 
the police are tiresome 
the police arrest the elvis impersonator for his extravagant belt of blue 
john ashbery writes of the coastline 
swinging from his necklace 
of a million butterflies launched into pink and white clouds 
before they were pink and white clouds 

https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.anthropocenepoetry.org&t=OTRkMjZjNjFmMjNiMTQ1MWE3YmQyNTQ1YWUzY2NjOWIwZjI2ZjdkMCxUbU4zdWpESg%3D%3D&p&m=0&ts=1603624810
https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.theredceilingspress.co.uk&t=ZWUwMjhmZmViYTdkMTczYzAwYzQ5YzM1MGEyNzU0OTMzYmQzYzhlNSxUbU4zdWpESg%3D%3D&p&m=0&ts=1603624810
https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.review31.co.uk&t=ZjMzMzI3MTk0NTc2MWFkNmE4OTkxZGM2MGExNDY3ZTliZTA1ZmE3YyxUbU4zdWpESg%3D%3D&p&m=0&ts=1603624810
https://t.umblr.com/redirect?z=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.brokensleepbooks.com&t=NWM0NDRmZGU3NjgwNGU2NjI0MDgwZmJkNzg0M2Q3MjEwNjdiOTc0NixUbU4zdWpESg%3D%3D&p&m=0&ts=1603624810


 
the stranger 

 
 

for mark waldron ( italics from albert camus) 
 

mother died today. 
or maybe it was yesterday. i don't know. 
yellow flowers where the night folds 
looping mermaids on daytime television 
chrome toads getting jiggy on the net 
this is my life 
i had only a little time left 
and i didn't want to waste it on god 
yellow flowers carried by yellow saints 
where night folds carefully into lime trees 
the yellow saints who promise extraordinary happiness 
the yellow saints who write about sex with donkeys 
the yellow saints who just don’t give a fuck 
about finding an emotional balance 
don’t tempt fate by licking buttons 
with your hands so deep in your pockets 
the stone has two sides 
the stone is a circle 
if something is going to happen to me 
i want to be there 



Marie-Louise Eyres is from London but lives in the US. Her recent 
poems appear in Portland Review, Roadrunner Review and the 
anthologies for Live Canon (shortlist 2019) & Bridport Poetry Prize 
(Highly commended 2019). Her photography appears in issue 10 of 
Barren Magazine and she has published poetry reviews in The Blue Nib. 
She is completing an MFA with Manchester Writing School. 

 
 
 

Along Bayswater Road 
 

It snows heavily at three o’clock 
so leaving work at six I walk a wordless hour 
from Soho office to flat in Shepherd’s Bush 
forfeiting the slow ride on the 94, 
the soggy coat-wrestlers on the tube. 

 
I make fresh tracks, black boots 
across white snow - fancying myself 
a gazelle as I quickly pass 
the heat of traffic, the collective fug 
of engines slowed. 

 
Next summer, this becomes a balmy stroll, 
that unpicks the stitch of a long day, 
but on 7/7 I meet my lover early, halfway home, 
both of us unsure what qualifies as safe 
beyond the ordered, open space 
around the Serpentine. 

 
In August, from the bus I spot my father dashing 
through Hyde Park on his daily ten-mile run, 
dripping sweat from face to foot, 
he doesn’t know I’m here of course – 
when he turns his bony back on me 
at the rib-like curve of Carriage Drive. 

 
He’s sixty now, heading straight past the memorials 
that lead to Albert Hall, 
and I want to get off this bus, 
catch up with him - 
but as always, he is just too far ahead. 



 
 

Peter O’Neill is the author of five collections of poetry, the latest being 
Sker (Lapwing, 2017), a volume of translation, The Enemy, 
Transversions from Charles Baudelaire ( Lapwing, 2015), and work of 
prose fiction More Micks than Dicks ( Famous Seamus, 2017). 

 
 
 

            Corona 
 
 

Corona – a word once synonymous 
With the afterglow of a cigar illuminated 
Micro-volcanically in the subterranean 

Evenings after crepuscule, all aglow 
With smiles, and even chatter! Do you remember? 

Yet now it is more immediately associated 
With ravenous abstract halos, invisible 

To the human eye, bearing the 
Contemporary plague upon the winds; 
The virus! Such is the phenomenology 

Of the everyday, inserting a surreal element 
To each passing event, so at every moment 
Eros and Thanatos are borne upon the winds, 
Caught up in the afterglow, all consuming. 

 
 

. 



Shanta Acharya DPhil (Oxon) is the author of twelve books. Her recent 
publications include Imagine: New and Selected Poems (HarperCollins, 
2017) and What Survives Is The Singing (Indigo Dreams, 2020). 
www.shantaacharya.com 

 
 

Loneliness 
 

A professional assassin, strikes without warning, 
works with exaggerated slowness and precision, 
plays a game of cat-and-mouse, leaving me 
stunned in a tangle of nerves as it sucks the energy 
out of me, flicking my days like images on a screen – 
menacing lions ready to drag me into oblivion 
when the jungle morphs with flashes of lightning, 
and loneliness shows me things I’d never seen – 
past and future unfurling in ways unimagined, 
my days measured in blister packs of agony. 
Lying under the duvet, curtains drawn, I marvel 
at shafts of light that appear like angels of mercy. 
For a brief moment dust appears luminescent, 
glows like fireflies dancing in the light. 
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Sally Festing’s sixth collection will be published in 2021 with KFS. 
Five others have followed journalism, radio plays, academic studies, 
biographies of Gertrude Jekyll, Barbara Hepworth, and other non-fiction 
books. She has been published in a large number of magazines, see 
(www.sallyfesting.info). My Darling Derry (Fair Acre Press, 2019) is 
on sale for the Mental Health Foundation. 

 
 

Jenny turns herself into Kneeling Figure by F.E. McWilliam 
 
 

Hands on head, one elbow on her knee, 
the other raised, she twists – a simulacrum. 

 
Our gallery guide does it too, arm curved round. 
Both of them down on the floor. Daylight, 
clear as water, filtering through the huge interior. 

 
He breaks the moment. Can’t be done, the figure 
has no torso. There’s nowhere for the heart, gut, lungs. 
We’re in the Sainsbury Centre, and my great-niece laughs, 

 
an eleven-year old’s big laugh, and it echoes. 
The sculpture balances – a bird on air 
or dipped to earth and nearly off again. 

 
I still see how she hugged her pleasure to her heart; 
and on her face, her will to fill the missing part. 
 

 
 

http://www.sallyfesting.info/
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John A Griffin was born in Tipperary, Ireland. He read for his PhD at 
Washington University, St. Louis, MO, and is now living and teaching 
in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. He published a sequence of poems, Absences: 
A Sequence, and a chapbook, After Love, last year, and his first full- 
length book, Erosions, will be published by Salmon Press in 2021. He 
sometimes blogs poems and essays at www.odradek- 
poetry.blogspot.com 

 
 

Finding a Voice 
 

i 
A down feather falls 
through the falling snow – 
time is its own panacea, 
a voice evicted from itself, 
a diamond inhabiting 
the geometry of absence – 
leaves fall into line behind 
the cortege of the year. 

 
ii 

 
His voice was not raised so much as 
dragged through a muted infancy, 
pulled up from a taciturn childhood, 
and left to a stammering adolescence – 

 
 

The adult found the voice of the child, 
but too late to articulate an epiphany, 
only dead-beat orphaned rhythms 
seeking a home in meterless speech, 

 
 

and here is the chamber of olden sounds, 
superannuated phonemes morphed 
into meaningless howls that echo down 
the growing pains of all the lost rhymes. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.odradek-poetry.blogspot.com/


Rob Durkin trained as a painter and works as an illustrator. 
He is the creator of the ‘Discover London Above the 
Piccadilly line’ map that appears in Piccadilly line trains. 
He began writing poetry as an extension to looking at things 
he was drawing and found the two activities mutually 
sustaining. He lives in London. 

 
Continuity Announcement 

 
 
The days pass slowly                       
for Postumus Agrippa, 
exiled to the island 
of Planasia circa 9AD. 

 
Without knowing it, 
he is waiting 
for someone to invent 
Non-iron, Teflon-coated trousers, 

 
sunglasses 
and air conditioning. 
Not to mention 
Daytime Television, 

 
since almost anything is better 
than the small talk of soldiers. 
History has not 
recorded his crime 

 
but Tacitus describes him 
as a brutish sort – 
Devoid of any good quality – 
so rape perhaps, 

 
 

or aggravated assault – 
infanticide, bestiality – 
you can take your pick 
with Imperial dynasties... 
 

 
                    



 
What’s not in doubt, 
say the historians, 
is that our natures 
have not changed; 

 
Planasia today 
is home to a maximum 
security prison 
for Mafia criminals – 

 
We still live 
in cities 
governed 
by statues. 



 
Originally from the United Kingdom, Martin Jago is an Anglo-American 
theatre director and writer based in the U.S. He graduated with a Master’s 
in Creative Writing from the University of Oxford where he was also an 
F.H. Pasby Prize finalist. He is currently working towards his first poetry 
collection, which explores the relationship between identity, landscape, 
and the immigrant experience. Recent publications include poetry and 
prose in The Moth, Acumen, Presence, HCE Review, and LIT Magazine. 
He is the author of four books on Shakespeare and classical acting, 
published in the U.S. by Smith & Kraus. 

 
 

Leaving 
 

I marvelled at new ways you found 
to turn the handle for a while 
with portal, hatch, and opening, 
exotic aperture, once egress 
until at last they took their exits too 

 
leaving you to cross a threshold 
silently. How does it work, 
this thing, you asked me more than once, 
this wooden thing, this block? 
And for the umpteenth time that day 

 
you watched with tears and full of awe 
the opening and closing of a door. 

 
 

Reflection 
 

She doesn’t recognize her own 
reflection in the bathroom mirror, 
just stares, wishing things were clearer, 
or different. When you were on the phone 
the doctor said the self was prone 
to seek a primal place of shelter, 
and knowing that was key to feeling near her 
now all she wants is to be left alone. 

 
He never warned that caring bore a risk 
of catching it, that your primal place 
is present every time you snap, 
he never said remember who kissed 
and bathed you next time you see that face 
and your reflection staring back. 



                     Bleed 
 

You 
had a 
bleed the 
doctor said. 
Think of it like 
an avalanche, your 
brain the border town 
where it came down, white 
veil at a liminal frontier between 
standing, and never standing again, 
knowing my name, never speaking it 
again. We have to wait now for the snow 
to thaw to know what damage has been done 
to the place you grew up in, some of whose back 
lanes I’ve come to know myself. Think of the blood 
like sludge, the doctor said. It will eventually drain and 
then we’ll see what buildings have been pulverised, what 
cars crushed and, of course, the miracle of what survived the 
sudden fall. Until then we’re here beneath its enormous weight. 
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Jane Thorp’s work has been published in several magazines and has 
been shortlisted (children’s category) and longlisted (adult category) in 
the Plough Prize 2013. She has also had work published in a children’s 
anthology, I’m In a Mood Today (OUP), a printmaker’s journal, and in 
hand-printed art books. 

 
 

 
Vancouver 
 
O Canada new national anthem 
new flag a leaf in the wind 
bare feet on hot sand warm sea 
murmuring shells soft ripple and pearl 
white swirl at my feet 
ebb and wash, ebb and wash, 
each grain a shifting of sympathy 
on the heels of migrating shoals 
 
new snowfall in Stanley Park 
a winter white blanket warm as a Chilkat 
thoughtful teacher walked us through 
a different land on our doorsteps 
a music of white to sing to  
 
the eyes of the totem poles filled with snow 
looked out from the Narrows to Alert Bay  
to the whale chorus swelling the waves 
totems with wingtips to puncture the sky 
flagging a parallel world 
of grizzly beaver eagle and thunderbird 



 
Chinatown bustling red and gold 
tea in small china bowls 
red sauce on gold noodles, white plate  
the taste on my fingers sour and sweet 
I broke off the point of the fortune cookie 
it agreed with a brittle snap 
pulled out my thin paper fortune  
words that were left on the table 
with the crumbs and thin paper mats 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                             Vancouver ii 

 
Capilano gushed through her canyon 
river of anguish hammering rock 
leaving the mountains to sail overseas 
compressed in an atom of moisture 
rain slammed through the trees 
broke summer’s short drag 
 
turned the maples to madder  
the leaves on their arms rusting flags 
 
bridges whine in their strings 
while on each staked shore  
forest lungs full of green 
play high on the ivory 
linking the rootloose from here to here 
movement’s duration tensile 
as the hum and warp of there to there 
wind a harp on the cable 
 
the continent grew ever wider 
from the windows of thundering trains - 
suburb and city  
mountain and prairie 
lakesides tunnel and canyon 
wheatlands leavened with sun 
hollow rock struck from a spark 
Kamloops Banff Toronto New York 
 
the clouds lost their heads in the forest 
all borders thrown in a trunk 
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Patricia Helen Wooldridge has an impelling need to be outside and 
draws inspiration from the natural landscape, birds and the weather 
(especially winter). She regards walking as essential in the composition of 
poetry. Her debut collection is Sea Poetics (Cinnamon Press, 2018). Her 
pamphlet entitled Being won the Cinnamon Poetry Pamphlet Prize (2020) 
and will be forthcoming in February 2021. 

 
 
 

Black Windows 
 
Fifty-five coots, vocal ducks and miserable swans  
over this moon-lake,  
 
ice debris and twisted logs aping the death of birds;  
one moorhen clings to the reeds 
 
in minus nine and the fog has bristled this coldest  
December since yours of 47 –  
 
the Thames in partial freeze, a sun rubbed out. 
 
How you would have shivered in your basement flat,  
black windows with a frozen crust – 
 
but I’m glad I came this way when the egret  
floats through the alders,  
 
lands on the island and preens. Such a grubby white  
it seems against this snow, 
 
rose-grey between the trees – the spectral lift. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

I plant tulips, winter beans… 
 

on a mild sun-patched afternoon, 
look up to a sky aflame behind trees, 

 
turn to the moon 
caught like a seeded dandelion. 

 
I remember this when I can’t sleep. 
You’d go downstairs, make tea, 

 
sit with the clock, trying to 
finish the crossword, rain lashing 

 
the front window. Outside, no-one 
stirring, no-one worrying about 

 
incessant rain, unable to go back to bed. 
I drift into doze, a sudden image 

 
of you in a hooded raincoat, 
worn out from no sleep… 

 
* 

 
you stand there telling me to hurry, 
caught in the light, looking down 

as if the sun lived underground 
and mushroomed back overnight, 

a pale moon-bud of itself; 

a little red on your lips, 
to try and mend these broken flowers, 

your face in disbelief – 
you never liked mess; 

half hidden in the lay of your scarf, 
something to lend a daughter – 

a small oak chest, lined in velvet 
opens on the buttons cut from our lives 

slippery as rain. 
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Wendy Holborow’s, poetry has been published internationally and placed 
in competitions. She gained a Master’s in Creative Writing at Swansea 
University. Collections include: After the Silent Phone Call (Poetry 
Salzburg 2015) Work’s Forward Motion (2016) An Italian Afternoon 
(Indigo Dreams 2017) which was a Poetry Book Society Pamphlet Choice 
Winter 2017/18 and Janky Tuk Tuks (The High Window Press 2018). Her 
latest collection, Shipwrecked, came out in March 2020 
 
 
 
CRICKET IN LOCKDOWN 
 
Impertinent daisies grow on the unkempt 
cricket ground, usually well-manicured 
for the start of the season 
but there will be no exploding thud of leather on willow 
the romance of cricket with its restrained handclapping 
and afternoon teas served by ladies in floral pinafores. 
 
It will be a relief for me, sitting in my lockdown garden 
of peaceful weekend afternoons 
with no balls thudding through my flowers 
or smashing another pane of glass in my greenhouse 
or sailing through the kitchen window 
or whizzing past my head, narrowly missing me and the cat. 
 
 
STILLBORN 
 
for Patricia McCarthy 
 
I too had a mare whose first (and only) foal 
was stillborn, dropped dead on the hillside 
grass. 
 
We took the foal to the stable, peeled off her skin 
to fit another foal, wobbly on his little legs 
one whose mother  
 
had died giving birth. We hoped to trick you, Tara 
but you were not fooled, kicked the foal 
away 
 
turned your back on him and we grieved 
for you, and your stillborn and this sweet 
forlorn foal. 
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